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Krauss is best known for her four novels Man Walks Into a Room (2002), The History of Love (2005), Great House (2010) and Forest Dark (2017). Her books often deal with Jewish identity.
Jewish American author Nicole Krauss wins Literature prize
Between the years 1950 and 2018, the authors found, 95 percent of books published with major firms like Penguin Random House ... American studies or scholars that don’t work overtly in literary ...
The History of Publishing Is a History of Racial Inequality
Far too often the strength and history of a community’s culture can be overtaken with the workings of a modern environment. Having the foundation of the Hispanic-American library keeps the history and ...
Hispanic-American library at Union station in Springfield will keep Latino legacy alive (Editorial)
Penguin Random House joins the worldwide publishing and literary community in mourning the sudden passing of M. Richard “Dick” Robinson Jr., at 84, on Saturday, June 5. One of the book world’s most ...
Penguin Random House: Scholastic’s Dick Robinson: Honoring the Memory of a Towering Children’s Publishing Champion
American Literature in ... It examines how the world of literature intersected with other arts, such as cinema, jazz, and theater, and explores the print culture in transition, with a focus on new ...
American Literature in Transition, 1920–1930
"Lush sex and stark violence colored Black and served up raw by a great Negro writer," promised the cover ofRun Man Run, Chester Himes' ...
Pimping Fictions: African American Crime Literature and the Untold Story of Black Pulp Publishing
A budding literary scholar, Dr. Larson planned, upon completion of his Peace Corps service, to pursue a doctorate in American literature ... of European publishing houses and struggled to ...
Charles R. Larson, pioneering scholar of African literature, dies at 83
“A Literary Landmark is a source of pride for the community,” says Beth Nawalinski, director of United for Libraries, the American Library Association ... an all-paperback bookstore—and later ...
The Reader’s Road Trip
The first Boston newspaper printing of the Declaration of Independence soared to $175,000, and a single folio leaf from the first volume of the Gutenberg Bible brought a winning bid of $162,500 to ...
One for the Books, as Heritage Auctions’ Rare Books Event Hits a Record-Setting $2.7 Million
Gayl Jones has not published a book for 20 years, but her publisher ... impact on American literature. Born in Lexington, Ky., Jones first came to the attention of then–Random House editor ...
First Gayl Jones Novel in 20 Years Is Coming This Fall
MONTEREY — New York Times best-selling author and Berkshires resident Simon Winchester will discuss his new book, "Land: How the Hunger for Ownership Shaped the Modern World," in person at ...
'Land': Simon Winchester to discuss latest book, humankind's pursuit of landownership at Bidwell House
PONY, the highly anticipated new novel by R. J. Palacio—author of Wonder, now the longest-running title on the New York Times middle-grade hardcover bestseller list—will be published on September 28, ...
Penguin Random House: Knopf Books for Young Readers to Publish New Novel by R. J. Palacio This Fall
Launched in 2017 by Public Books magazine, the ongoing essay series “B-Side Books” has set out to celebrate literature of “unsung, underrecognized genius.” Support our journalism. Subscribe today.
‘B-Side Books’ adds to your must-read stack with the best books you’ve never heard of
The U of A Press is happy to announce the forthcoming publication of 11 titles in the fall 2021 season. Wild about Harry: Everything You Have Ever Wanted to Know about the Truman Scholarship, edited ...
U of A Press Announces New Books for Fall 2021
But it also speaks to a growing community of Black writers who are finding their voices and creating new platforms to be heard, and the literary ... American to head a major publishing house.
Bookshelf: Black authors slowly gain ground in publishing industry
The literary world was stunned by the news in December that Cambodian American writer ... reading lots of picture books out loud lately. A current favorite in her house is “Eyes That Kiss ...
Noteworthy books by Asian American authors
Themes run the gamut of timely topics from immunization and mental health to systemic racism and capitalist consumerism.
Literary Links: One Read finalists address range of timely topics
The book bends literary conventions. It’s difficult to find books ... the American dream has permeated our culture. Sathian even mentions “The Great Gatsby” in the novel, and compares the ...
‘Gold Diggers’ brews a dazzling satire of the American dream
From fantasy and romance novels to YA, these are the best books focusing on transgender, non-binary, and genderqueer characters.
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